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Written by industry thought leaders, Java Web Services Architecture is a no-nonsense guide to web services technologies including SOAP, WSDL, UDDI and the JAX APIs. This book is the trusted advisor to systems architects and provides an unbiased look at many of the practical considerations for implementing web services including authorization, encryption, transactions and the future of Web Services.

* Covers all the standards, the JAX APIs, transactions, security, and more.
* Contains CD with author code and software from BEA, Sun, The Mind Electric, Altova, CapeClear, Systinet, Republica, Iona, Parasoft, Ipedo, and more.
* Web enhanced with additional material at http://www.webservicesarchitecture.com.     

       Java Web Services Architecture is for Web services professionals seeking to understand enterprise architecture, Web services design, and application integration. This book begins with an overview of Web services, their usage, and design, followed by an in-depth look at the necessary standards and technologies (SOAP, EbXML, UDDI, WSDL). This leads into a detailed explanation all of the JAX APIs that are the foundation of Web services within Java, as well as their practical applications. The final section covers numerous advanced topics, including security. While various implementations are exemplified in a running case study, the book remains vendor neutral.     

       About the Author

James McGovern is an enterprise architect for Hartford Financial Services with sixteen years of experience in information technology. He is the coauthor of two books, including The Practical Guide to Enterprise Architecture (Prentice Hall), and writes the "Ask Doctor Java" column for Java Developers Journal. Sameer Tyagi has nine years of experience in software design and development and works as a Java Architect with Sun Microsystems. He is the coauthor of five books on JSP and JDO and has written numerous articles for Java World, Java Developers Journal, Java Pro, Java Report and Programmez magazine (France). Michael E. Stevens is an application architect for Hartford Financial Services with over fourteen years of experience in information technology. He is a columnist for Developer.com and a coauthor of the Practical Guide to Enterprise Architecture with James McGovern. Sunil Mathew has fourteen years of experience in information technology and now manages the Java consulting practice for Sun Microsystems in New England.
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Programming Oracle® Triggers and Stored Procedures, Third EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
Effectively create and manage complex databases with Oracle! Systems and database expert Kevin Owens explores PL/SQL, Oracle's answer to the Structured Query Language (SQL), and teaches you what you need to know to build robust and complex databases for your business.

Using easy-to-follow instructions and...
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Pediatric Orthopedics in PracticeSpringer, 2007

	This second edition of the classic work uses definitions, topical quotations by famous people and amusing cartoons in its exhaustive coverage of pediatric orthopedics. It communicates the latest findings in pediatric orthopedics in a didactic, comprehensive and detailed manner, answering everyday questions in the field of orthopedics and...
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Quicken 2006 for Starters : The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Intuit's Quicken is one of today's most popular and convenient ways to keep track of personal finances, and Quicken 2006 For Starters: The Missing Manual is the indispensable guide to using the program to simplify your finances and make the most of your money.
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Wiki: Web CollaborationSpringer, 2008
Wikis are Web-based applications that allow all users not only to view pages but also to change them. The success of the Internet encyclopedia Wikipedia has drawn increasing attention from private users, small organizations and enterprises to the various possible uses of wikis.
Their simple structure and straightforward operation make them a...
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Computer Telephony DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Reshape your world with computer telephony
 There’s no stopping the computer telephony (CT) revolution. Everywhere you look, CT is replacing the existing telephony infrastructure with products, systems, and solutions based on off-the-shelf computer technology. 

 If you’re ready to take advantage of customizable telephony...
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Complete Wireless Home NetworkingPrentice Hall, 2003
Today's home wireless networks offer tremendous advantages over hard-wired networks-among them, unprecedented portability and, of course, the freedom from wires strung all over your house! Unless you have a firm grasp on all the latest networking technologies, though, wireless networks won't free you from digging your way through...
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